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The 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has traveled
quickly to almost every corner of the world.1 One of the impor-
tant triggers must be the population movement among coun-
tries.2 Correspondingly, a question that may draw researchers’
attention is whether the level of connectedness among countries
may provide us early signals to detect the global outbreak of
the virus. Here we provide some evidence to show that we may
have detected the high risk of international spread of COVID-
19 as early as late February 2020 by investigating network
density of countries,3 the total number of countries with reported
confirmed COVID-19 cases, and the daily COVID-19 confirmed
cases worldwide.4 Our proposed network method using the
confirmed cases is different from those methods using human
mobility data.5 Unlike the methods based on the susceptible-
infected-recovered dynamics or air-transportation networks,6 ,7

the network density in this research assesses the connectedness of
different countries’ confirmed cases’ changes to assess pandemic
risk.

Using the data from World Health Organization (WHO)’s sit-
uation reports,4 we examined the connectedness of two countries
at a specific time t by calculating their correlation of changes in
the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the past 14 days
(i.e. the selected days include the point of the analysis and its
previous 13 days), where we can ensure enough data for the
rolling analysis of time series. In this research, the data retrieval
started from 21 January to 8 April 2020, and thus 3 February
2020 is the first time point in our analysis. If the correlation of
changes in the number of confirmed cases between two countries
is greater than 0.5, the two countries are regarded as connected
and we refer it as a connection in a pandemic network.8

We then calculated the network density, which refers to the
ratio of the number of connections with respect to the maximum
possible connections among countries. In other words, the higher
the network density, the higher the tendency that countries’
number of confirmed COVID-19 cases increases together, thus
indicating increasing pandemic risk. Below are the summary
steps to find the network density in day t.

1. Define Xit as the number of confirmed cases of country i
in day t. Calculate the daily changes in the square-root of
newly confirmed cases, i.e. Yit = √

Xit −
√

Xit−1. Statistically,
the ‘square-root transformation’ is to make the transformed
counts more stable.9

2. For day t, calculate the correlation of Yit and Yjt for country
i and country j using the 14-day data, including the past
13 days and day t.

3. Define a connection if the correlation is > 0.5 and count Et,
the number of connections in the pandemic network in day t.

4. Calculate the network density in day t as Dt = 2Et
Ct(Ct−1)

,
where Ct is the number of countries to construct the pan-
demic network in day t.

We then draw a time series plot of Dt, the network density in
day t, and compare its trend with the total number of countries
reporting confirmed cases and daily confirmed cases on COVID-
19 across the globe within the same time period to identify any
patterns and early signals of the outbreak of the virus. Details of
the research findings are illustrated in Figure 1.

We clearly see two sharp spikes in the time series plot of
network density constructed from worldwide countries’ data (the
red line) in Figure 1. The first spike of the plot is found in
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Figure 1. Time series plots of the network density, total number of countries with reported confirmed COVID-19 cases, and daily reported confirmed

COVID-19 cases worldwide.
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late February (around 26 February), two weeks before WHO
declaring COVID-19 a global pandemic on 11 March 2020.
Right after reaching the first spike of network density, although
the daily reported confirmed cases were at a relatively low level,
there was the beginning of a sharp increase in the number of
countries with confirmed COVID-19 cases. This could serve as a
warning signal of increasing pandemic risk and for countries to
consider travel-related issues more seriously and proactively.10

The second spike of the plot is found in mid March (around
18 March), a week after WHO announcing the widespread of
the virus. After reaching this second spike, not only had the
virus affected almost everywhere of the globe, there was also a
sudden exponential increase in daily new cases, thus supporting
the WHO declaration of the pandemic outbreak. However, the
bad news is that by then the spread of COVID-19 was out of
control. In future, more attention could be given to time series
plots of network density when working on preparedness for
pandemic outbreak.

To perform sensitivity analysis, we also calculated the net-
work density based on the data from America (the blue line),
Asia (consisting of countries from South-East Asia and Western
Pacific defined by WHO, the green line) and Europe (the purple
line) in Figure 1. The first peaks of Asia and Europe occurred in
late February whereas the first peak of American occurred a few
days later. The second peaks of all three network densities fall
in mid March. Overall, the patterns of the network density of
America, Asia, and Europe are similar to that of the worldwide
network density.

We have shown that network density may predict pandemic
risk as reflected by the rapid increase in the total number of
countries involved in the COVID-19 outbreak and the daily
confirmed cases across the globe. In this research, the analysis
has been shown to provide the much-needed evidence to signal a
pandemic outbreak of COVID-19 as early as late February 2020
and inform timely preparedness for global actions. The network
density idea can also be applicable to detect early warning signals
of other global pandemics.
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